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Doggedly digging up his roots, Clifford, the big red dog, visits his city-dwelling mother; his
brother, who works at a fire station; his sister, a seeing-eye dog; and his second sister, a farm
dog.
Celebrate Halloween with this sweet and spooky story about everyone's favorite Big Red Dog!
When Emily Elizabeth and Clifford visit Clifford's brother, Nero, a fire rescue dog, Clifford
demonstrates fire safety and helps to put out a fire.
At Clifford's birthday party, the children and their dogs give him some gifts, a big cake, and an
extra-special surprise.
It only takes a little to be BIG!
Clifford the Big Red Dog (Classic Storybook)Scholastic Inc.
Classic Clifford reissued!Out of all the holidays, Emily Elizabeth and Clifford like Halloween the
most. They play games, trick-or-treat in the neighborhood, and tell ghost stories. Best of all,
they can wear costumes! Clown, witch, knight, or ghost--what will Clifford decide to dress up as
this year?
Clifford is visiting his family!
Enjoy a snow day with Clifford the Big Red Dog! It's a winter wonderland on Birdwell
Island! After a big snowstorm, Clifford and Emily Elizabeth get their first snow day. The
best friends have a blast playing Snow Rescue Squad and helping Fire Chief Franklin
take care of snow duties across town. But Clifford catches a cold from his busy day
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outside! The big red dog can't stop sneezing and sniffling. Can his friends on Birdwell
Island help him feel better? Featuring adorable art from the new TV show!
Join Clifford as he experiences the joys of seeing, and playing in, snow for the first time.
When Clifford and Emily Elizabeth plan to visit Grandma, Clifford cannot find his
favorite toy mouse, so the two of them return to the places they visited the previous
week to look for the toy.
Welcome to Birdwell Island, home of Emily Elizabeth and Clifford the Big Red Dog!
Clifford and Emily Elizabeth have been best friends since Clifford was a small red
puppy. But then Clifford grew . and grew . and GREW! Now Clifford is the biggest,
friendliest dog in the whole world, and he and Emily Elizabeth share BIG
adventuresevery day! Join these two best friends as they explore their magical island
home and lead the town in a parade through Birdwell Island. This beautiful board book
is the perfect introduction to the world of new Clifford. Plus, it introduces a new, diverse
cast and fresh, adorable art!
The youngest readers can complete puzzles, word searches, coloring activities, and
more in this shaped sticker activity book starring Clifford! Clifford and Emily Elizabeth
are going on a fun, sticker-filled adventure! This BIG activity book includes 64 pages of
mazes, puzzles, connect-the-dots, coloring activities, and a whole lot more. The
activities are simple and fun--just right for young Clifford fans. This amazing activity
book comes with a carry-along handle, die-cut shape, and eight full pages of stickers
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featuring adorable art from the new Clifford the Big Red Dog TV show.
The brand-new Clifford TV series premieres in September 2019. Just before his new
debut, he is following Emily Elizabeth back to school!
Can Clifford's friend Tucker make his dreams of becoming a firehouse dog come true?
Read all about Clifford's BIG ideas! Classic Clifford reissued! It only takes a little to BE
BIG! It's Thanksgiving, and Emily Elizabeth's family is going to visit her grandparents.
Clifford decides to go see his mom, who lives in the city. After the Thanksgiving meal,
Emily Elizabeth and Clifford both rush home--thankful for each other! The BE BIG
campaign invites everyone, big and small, to take action and raise awareness for how
CLIFFORD'S BIG IDEAS can make the world a better place.
Will Clifford and Emily Elizabeth win their race across Birdwell Island?
Collects the first six stories in the Clifford catalog, featuring the big red dog engaging in
such activities as visiting the circus, taking a vacation, and doing tricks.
Clifford to the rescue!
Will Clifford meet a new friend who's just his size? This adorable storybook is based on
the animated Clifford TV series! Clifford and Emily Elizabeth are going on an adventure!
The two friends hear a story about a mysterious white whale who lives off the coast of
Birdwell Island. Her name is Babette, and she's the same size as Cliffordwhich makes
her the perfect new friend for the big red dog! Clifford and Emily Elizabeth try everything
to get Babette to come out of hiding. Finally, they discover that the whale's favorite
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thing is music! Will Clifford's song convince Babette to come say hi? Featuring adorable
art from the new TV show!
Emilia Isabel describe algunos problemas y beneficios de tener un perro
verdaderamente grande.
As she looks through a photo album, Emily Elizabeth reminisces about Clifford's
puppyhood.
When the circus owner laments that everything is going wrong and he will not be able
to put on a show, Clifford the giant dog thinks of ways to save the day.
Emily Elizabeth loves her huge dog Clifford even though he's far from perfect.
Emily Elizabeth describes the activities she enjoys with her very big, very red dog and
how they take care of each other. On board pages.
Clifford, the big red dog, displays his good manners by saying "please" and "thank you,"
waiting his turn, sharing, and being a good sport in games.
When Clifford and some of his dog friends participate in the Kids and Pups Egg Hunt,
they demonstrate the meaning of friendship.
When Emily Elizabeth goes to spend the night at her grandparents' house, Clifford the
puppy hides in her bag and comes along.
Cleo and Clifford can't resist jumping into the pile of leaves they helped T-Bone gather,
but the leaves scatter and they try to get them all back before T-Bone returns.
Clifford, the big red dog, sets out with Emily Elizabeth and their friend Tim to offer a
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helping paw to people in need.
Clifford sets out to perform good deeds.
The Big Red Dog is hitting the big screen! It's a race through NYC in this graphic novel
based on the new live-action Clifford movie. Emily Elizabeth is struggling to fit in at
home and in school when she meets Clifford, a tiny red puppy who is destined to
become her best friend. But when Clifford undergoes a magical growth spurt overnight,
he attracts the attention of a genetics company looking for a way to supersize animals.
With the help of her Uncle Casey, the people in her neighborhood, and some new
friends made along the way, Emily Elizabeth and Clifford have to go on the run across
New York City! This graphic novel adaptation features original illustrations and
exclusive new scenes and stories not seen in the movie.
Read all about Clifford's BIG ideas! Classic Clifford reissued! It only takes a little to BE BIG!
Emily Elizabeth's aunt wants to teach Clifford to behave like a good dog, so he learns to heel,
sit, and stay. Even when it's very hard to do, if he BELIEVES IN HIMSELF, Clifford can do
anything! The BE BIG campaign invites everyone, big and small, to take action and raise
awareness for how CLIFFORD'S BIG IDEAS can make the world a better place.
Celebrate Clifford's 50th anniversary with this collection of classic stories! The eye-catching
cover design will have red foil and matte and spot gloss. Celebrate Clifford's 50th anniversary
with this collection of six classic stories that were originally published beginning in 1963! This
book includes: Clifford the Big Red Dog, Clifford at the Circus, Clifford Gets a Job, Clifford
Takes a Trip, Clifford's Good Deeds, and Clifford's Tricks. Also included in the book is an
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original letter from Norman Bridwell to the reader, information about the creation of
Clifford--including an image of Norman's 1962 painting that inspired the Clifford series, the
story behind the real Emily Elizabeth, and more!
When a tiny puppy turns into a huge dog his apartment-dwelling owners are faced with a
problem
Clifford's town celebrates its centennial, with lots of help from the big red dog.
Celebrate Halloween with Clifford the Big Red Dog! It's Halloween! But before Clifford and
Emily Elizabeth can go trick-or-treating, first they need to find the perfect costumes. What can
they wear? Some costumes are too big and some are too small. Can Clifford and Emily
Elizabeth both find costumes that are just right? This adorable shaped board book is based on
the new Clifford the Big Red Dog TV show and features original art!
Invites youngsters to touch various features from Clifford's world, including fluffy fur, scratchy
sand, and a soft, smooth dog nose, as Clifford and Emily Elizabeth play in the park and visit
the seashore during a busy day. On board pages.
Emily Elizabeth describes the activities she enjoys with her very big, very red dog and how
they take care of each other.
Learn your manners with Clifford!
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